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Always parents have been in worry about the future of their children. So, they put pressure on their
higher studies as it is the way to their success. Even they forced their children to take part in the
rewarding as well as prestigious job programs. So many fresherâ€™s search for the job with their
degrees in handbut today the whole idea has been changed and the reason is that many students
aspire for the sarkari naukri in India.

Today Sarkari naukri has increased its charm as so many foreign investors are coming to invest in
this way. From years India has been the center of notice to the world. World has been faced
recession as well as bankruptcy and after that they need eligible as well as affordable hard workers,
which are also fresherâ€™s and that is the prime reason they show more interest in Indian fresher. Due
to employment in India here fresherâ€™s agreed to work at cheaper rate. Even they are intelligent and
hard working too. So, they got the good rate at the cheaper rate.

Another reason is that our country is a developing country and the economy depends on foreign
involvement. Even the stock is also dependent over the foreign involvement. This is not good for
only fresherâ€™s but also experienced person has got new chances to work in different countries.
People also here have big dreams in their eyes and so the amount given by foreign investors
attracted them to work for them. Also, fresh brains from India have high demand in foreign market.
Also, to get job is also not a difficult task as they have to first passa written test and after that they
have to appear or interview.

Even after recession, Government jobs for fresherâ€™s has become the important slogan. So many
fresherâ€™s lost their jobs at the recession period and now the situation is under control and now the
scene is sarkari naukri without fresherâ€™s is like any engine which has no fuel. Even it has become
two sides of a coin. They canâ€™t be separated by any thought. Sarkari naukri and Fresherâ€™s are known
as the backbone of the any of the project.

It is even true that improvement of any company depends over the fresherâ€™s. To stand in the
competitive market one has to rely over fresh minds as they are full of thoughts and ideas and this
proves wonderful in unethical world of jobs or corporate. It is true that there are not so many sarkari
naukri in government jobs for new people but it can be spread in huge number of candidates
according to their abilities. Because fresherâ€™s are known for the revolutionary ideas and daring
attitude, so are the first choice of companies.
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